Zvi Meitar Institute for Legal Implications of Emerging Technologies invites you to:

**A CLOSING EVENT**

**PRESENTATIONS OF YEARLY RESEARCH PROJECTS**

**Monday, June 13th 2016, at 17:45**

Class H2, Carol and Joey Low Lecture Halls  
IDC, Knafli Nesharim st., Herzliya

17:45  Reception and Networking

18:00  Introduction  

**Prof. Sharon Rabin-Margalioth**, Dean of Radyzner Law School, IDC Herzliya  
**Dr. Dov Greenbaum**, Director, Zvi Meitar Institute for Legal Implications of Emerging Technologies, IDC Herzliya

18:10  Presentations of Yearly Research Projects  
Students of the Zvi Meitar Emerging Technologies Program, Class 2015-2016

**Shipping in the 3D Printing Era**  
Amit Gelbart, Yana Sheinberg

**Regulatory and Legal Challenges to Self-Driving Cars in Israel**  
Aviv Shemma, Limmor Kfiri, Ohad Touati, Roy Meirom

**The Implications of Genetics in Sports**  
Amit Bar-Sela, Ariela Lazan, Uri Gafni

**Artificially Intelligent Lawyers: Oxymoron or Potential Reality**  
Adam Lazovski, Daniel Ben-Ari, Uriel Eldan, Yael Frish

**Disruptive uses of Blockchain after Bitcoin**  
Angy Shavit, Boaz Yona, Mayrav Danor, Naomi Chetrit

19:10  Summary

To confirm your participation: inbar.carmel@idc.ac.il  
The presentations will be conducted in English